Reflectively looking into the future of biomedical language processing
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The 2022 meeting of the Biomedical Natural Language Processing workshop at the Association for Computational Linguistics conference reminds us of the first such workshop at the 2002 conference. The twenty years that have passed since then have seen enormous growth in the BioNLP community, and now seems like a good time to take stock of where we have come over the course of those two decades.

Interest in scientific natural language processing started soon after the launch of the Sputnik satellite in 1957, when the Anglophone scientific world realized that there was quite a bit of good research being published in Russian that it hadn’t been reading. Interest in, first, clinical and then more general biomedical language processing started in the 1960s, and biomedical language processing interest groups soon formed within the clinical, and later the bioinformatics, communities. The Association for Computational Linguistics BioNLP community came together in 2002 to answer the needs of a deeply interdisciplinary area of research focused on natural language processing and text mining methods applied to biomedical text. The field spread quickly, but the events and publication venues for computational linguists interested in the biomedical sublanguage were dispersed across a range of disciplines and conferences. Clinical natural language processing had a natural home in the Association for Medical Informatics, and biologically oriented language processing focused on the rapidly growing scientific literature was well-housed in the International Society for Molecular Biology and Pacific Symposium for Biocomputing publication venues; the Association for Computational Linguistics seemed like a natural home for research that focused around the linguistic nature of our field, rather than being oriented around its clinical and biological applications.

To bring together the passion for the domain and the benefits of belonging to the ACL community, SIGBioMed was formed as an ACL SIG in 2007. SIGBioMed is celebrating 15 years this summer. From the beginning, the SIG strove to be inclusive in terms of the topics of interest, languages studied, and researchers invited for presentations and keynotes. As can be seen in the work presented in this 2022 workshop, SIGBioMed continues that policy of diversity, equity and inclusion. Borrowing from the New York Times, SIGBioMed’s (unofficial) motto is “All the Work That’s Fit to Print—as long as it broadly applies to the biomedical and clinical domains.”

Biomedical language processing started with rigorous text mining research that helped advancing understanding of biomedical text and provided services to the target domains. For example, the MedLee system was used to support clinical applications (Friedman et al., 2004), whereas BioNLP shared tasks in 2011 and 2013 focused on extraction of information about pathways and development of biomedical event extraction systems (Miwa, M. et al 2013; Björne J. et al. 2015). Recent developments in and availability of large pre-trained language models (BioBERT, ClinicalBERT, SciBERT, etc.) provide us not only with a chance to advance the research and applications towards language and context understanding, but also to start understanding how the models perform the tasks, as evidenced by the work presented in the next sections.

Looking back: The test of time award

This meeting marking two decades of research in and around the ACL community provides an opportunity to reflect on how we got to where we are. So, following up on a suggestion from Tim Miller, we solicited nominations for a new BioNLP Workshop award: recognition of papers in our field that have “stood the test of time.”
As the nominations came in, we quickly realized that the request was underspecified. In what publication venues could a nominee have appeared? Should it be limited to the BioNLP Workshop, or would any venue qualify? How much time? Would authors be allowed to nominate their own papers? And what would it mean to have “stood the test,” exactly? Number of citations? Actual usage of a system, a technique, a resource, an idea? Would a once-heavily-cited paper that is not cited much anymore qualify? And did we need to normalize for the length of time since publication? And who should do the selection from amongst the nominees? What if a paper by a member of the organizing committee was nominated? The organizing committee? An external panel? Open vote of the entire community?

We began with the assumption that we might be able to induce the answers to those questions from the nominations themselves. To facilitate that, we asked nominators to consider writing up a note—of the length of their choice—describing why they felt that their nominee rated recognition. We explicitly allowed self-nomination. And then we waited.

As it turned out, the set of nominations did not answer our questions. Some nominators expressed a well-argued opinion that only publications from the BioNLP Workshop should qualify, but submissions came in from a number of venues. The time spans since their publications varied widely. They covered systems, techniques, resources, and—thank goodness—ideas. Papers were submitted by non-authors, papers were submitted by their own authors, and we had submissions that were co-authored by the organizers of the workshop.

The only thing we did not have was a voting mechanism. We considered counting the number of nominations per paper, but several papers were nominated twice; the only one that was nominated three times had two of its nominations from its own authors—not forbidden, but it made the number-of-nominations criterion seem unreasonable; and in any case, elementary power calculations soon convinced us that the total number of nominations was not sufficient to differentiate between one vote, two votes, or three. In the end, we contemplated the set of nominations, saw perfectly good reasons to accept that they had all, in one or more ways, “stood the test of time.” Consequently, this year we are awarding the BioNLP Test Of Time Award to multiple papers—in fact, to all of the papers that were nominated. You will find them listed in Table 1, which accords to all co-authors concerned the right to add “2022 BioNLP Test Of Time Award Recipient” to their CVs. Although we resolved essentially none of the issues that we had identified, this was a tremendously fun exercise, and we look forward to excellent suggestions from the community as to how to answer the questions that we raise above, as well as how to do this next year in a more principled way without quite so glaring an appearance of conflict of interest.

Looking forward: Overview of the work in this volume

BioNLP 2022 received 59 valid submissions, of which 11 were accepted as oral presentations and 32 as posters.

The scope and the depth of the work in this volume reflects the growing rigor and maturity of biomedical language processing. True to the historical inclusiveness of the workshop, the processed text includes scientific publications, clinical notes, and other forms of formal and informal communications, primarily in English, but also in Bangla (Sazzed et al.), Spanish-Catalan (Amin et al.), Spanish (Carrino et al.) and Romanian (Mitrofan et al.)

Advances in literature processing are reflected in the work that presents end-to-end document level relation extraction that leverages coreference resolution and entity extraction (Giorgi et al.); linking citing sentences in a publication to the cited sentences in referenced sources (Roy et al.); and extracting design and evidence from the descriptions of Clinical Trials (Witte et al.)
Table 1: The 2022 BioNLP Test Of Time Awardees, in alphabetical order.
The biomedical domain and particularly clinical language processing suffers from a dearth of resources. The community is clearly addressing the need for annotated data by creating new datasets, data augmentation, and exploring approaches to reducing the need for data. We see many efforts in zero-, few-shot training, data augmentation and distant supervision: for causal precedence among chemical interactions (Liang et al.); information extraction (events, named entity, and relation extraction) (Papanikolaou et al., Wang et al., Khandelwal et al., Iinuma et al., Trieu et al., Dhrangadhariya et al., Watanabe et al., Sarrouti et al., Phan et al., Kim et al.); term normalization (Zeng et al.), summarization (Soleimani et al), and cross-lingual transfer (Amin et al.).

The new datasets introduced at BioNLP 2022 include the Medical Video Question Answering Shared Task data (Guota et al.); biomedical named-entity annotated corpus for Bangla (Sazzed et al.); ICD coding (Huang et al.); and curation of antibiotic-resistant genes (Chandak et al.)

We are happy to see many efforts on model understanding and analysis. This volume includes work on explaining model decisions on health-related online materials (Boissonnet et al.); explanations of medical coding predictions (Wood-Doughty et al.); entity memorization and recall in pretrained large LMs with positional prompting (Abaho et al.); inter-annotator agreement and its relation to model performance (Richie et al.); and a self-supervised pre-training approach for understanding genetic information (Cahyawijaya et al.).

We notice increased interest in complex tasks of language generation, summarization and question answering. Language generation was studied both in general (Yuan et al.) and for the specific tasks of dialogue generation (Naseem et al., Ngai et al.) and radiology report generation (Yan et al., Tang et al.). Work on summarization includes extractive/abstractive summarization of documents of varying length (Bishop et al.), aspect-based scientific document summarization (Soleimani et al.) and summarization as an approach to calculate seizure frequencies and dates of last seizure (Xie et al.). Question answering was explored on its own (Pappas et al.) and as a tool for risk prediction (Liang et al.), event extraction (Wang et al.), and explaining quality assessment of online materials (Boissonnet et al.)

Clinical language processing shows stable interest in ICD coding (Michalopoulos et al., Falis et al., Wood-Doughty et al.), risk score prediction (Lianf et al.) and the impact of de-identification (Vakili et al.)

The Medical Video Question Answering Shared Task co-located with BioNLP 2022 is described in the overview (Gupta et al.) that includes 8 technical reports submitted by the participating teams, in addition to the two papers presented as posters in the workshop (Li et al., Kusa et al.)

Last, but most certainly not least in this era of rampant mental health concerns, approaches to supporting mental health were studied in the works on analysis of speech disfluencies towards automated dementia detection (Farzana et al.) and dialogue generation for psychotherapeutic counselling (Das et al.)
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